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I have embedded audio files in this PDF as the most convenient way to keep the text and the examples together. To reduce the file size down, I have limited the number and size of the audio files—these have been
edited down. If you want additional or extended files, or more detailed information, please let me know.
You do have the files I uploaded to Roland.
When printed out, the Requests I've submitted over the last year exceed 90 pages. In trying to summarize
them, I'm sure that I've left something out. Nonetheless, what I'm trying to show is that there are problems
with the AE-10, and what they are. It is my hope that something I report on will help fix them.
I know you've invested a lot in developing the Aerophone. I, too, have invested a lot, approaching a thousand hours of playing it, and additional hours trying to understand what is going wrong, if there are patterns, work-arounds, causes, etc. I like the AE-10 when it is working. I don't want my time to have been
wasted, nor, I'm sure, do you want to have wasted yours. If there is anything I can do at my end, please,
let me know.

AE-10g Problems
My Requests to Roland have not always been clear, concise, or well written: Generally, I have made
them after a problem, and I was not always calm when I wrote them. This document is an attempt to
state the problems as clearly as possible.
This is a summary chart of the problems I’ve encountered three AE-10g instruments. Key:
 —The problem was observed
det —Detunes
int —In tune
? —Was not tested, or not sure
vib —Vibrato
— —The problem was not observed
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General Notes
Three AE-10g—I have had three AE-10g’s.1 I append the “g” because I have read posts that say the white
model behaves erratically in bright sun light. If this is correct, then knowing these were the darker plastic might be significant.
Detuning & Notes not Playing—Detuning and Notes not Playing can be “fixed” by turning the AE-10
off then on. This takes about thirty seconds: time to recognize the problem,2 and the time for the system
to fully load. As bad as that is within a performance, this week it happened 4 times in one piece. Detuning and notes not playing are unacceptable, and so is having to stop playing during a performance.
Additional Problems—The rest of the problems3 listed above effect performance qualities: expressiveness, quality of sound, etc. These do not seem to respond to turning the AE-10 off then on. They come
and go in hours, days, weeks.
1 The first AE-10g (Z512429) from March-July, 2018. The second (Z1J6263) from July-December, 2018. The third (Z5J6920)
since December.
2 “Time to recognize” is not as simple as it sounds. If I am 100% engaged in the music, detuning or notes not playing is
offputting and a surprise. The initial response is one of confusion, not recognition. However, it I am “prepared” for the problem—and therefore not paying 100% attention to the performance—it only takes a few second to respond.
3 Feedback would be a disqualifying performance issue, but this may be a problem unique to the specific club where it happened (the electrical wiring is very old). I will be testing this next week, April, 11, using a wireless connector..
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Time Played—I have played the first two AE-10’s over 800 hours. I have played the third AE-10 about
60 hours.
Problems are Erratic—The problems are erratic. I have played dozens of hours with no problem. I have
played minutes and had many problems. My experience has been that some problems do not appear
until the instruments have been played for many hours, a few not happening for 200+ hours. Although
the problems are erratic, each instrument has gotten worse over time, and a few problems, e.g. detuning
with Bite Ctrl PIT1 and in Clarinet (P019) or AltoSax (P001), always occurred within a few minutes of
playing.
Patterns—I have tried to discern patterns to these failures. The pattern above—“detuning with Bite Ctrl
PIT1 and in Clarinet (P019) or AltoSax (P001), always occurred within a few minutes of playing”—was
always on the second AE-10; not always, for the first AE-10, more like 75% of the time; and so far, not
at all on the third AE-10.
Tested Variables—From the beginning, in March of last year, I have tried to isolate variables that could
effect the performance of the AE-10:
Environmental—humid vs. dry; warm vs. cool; my being grounded vs. ungrounded, etc.
Physical—battery vs. household current/transformer; internal vs. external speakers
Settings—User Tone (i.e. U001) vs. Program Tones (i.e. P001), Transpose, BiteCtrl __, etc. . . . default
settings vs. custom settings
Performance—conjunct vs. disjunct and fast vs. slow music
None of these (except the few noted in this report) seemed to effect the problems, that is, neither the
kind of problem nor the frequency; however, I continue to be aware of their potential for creating or
setting off problems. I did not test all possible combinations.
Custom Settings—On all three AE-10s, I use the User Tone bank because I use about 12 different tones
during a gig, and these I customize: transpose to C, BiteCtrl PIT1 or BiteCtrl OFF, BiteAdj 48 or BiteAdj
70, Breath H1, User Tone ON, etc. I have tested each AE-10 using the factory loaded tones (with no
adjustments), and saved as User Tones.4
Firmware—I have kept each instrument up-to-date with regard to the firmware. I have performed Fct
Reset, User Clr several times or more on each instrument.
Documentation—Since mid-summer, 2018, I have tried to record all my rehearsals, practice sessions,
and performances. For a variety of reasons, this is not always possible.5 I have sent examples of most of
the problems that I can record to Roland.
Problems that cannot be Documented—Some problems, like Breath sensitivity, are purely subjective
and difficult to document, although I think I have recently.
Misc—I am now practicing with a recorder and a pitch meter on. However, I am trying to practice, not
test the AE-10

4 I play: Full Sax, Alto Sax, Tenor Sax, Clarinet, Flute,Trumpet, Mute Trumpet, Trombone, Violin, Cello, Vibraphone, La
Seine, D RnB Bass. All stored as User Tones.
5 It has been difficult in some gigs to record; and when I have, the files are huge, because it is impractical to start and stop
the recorder for each song. In rehearsals, I start and stop the recorder for each song: sometimes after stopping the recorder
I play a little before the next song, and sometimes that's when there have been problems. Sometimes I forget to turn the
recorder on. I have lost/misplaced an SD card.
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Details

(left to right, top to bottom of charts)
Testing/Bench Test—I am aware of the difficulty in experiencing these problems, mainly because they
are erratic. I practice mostly technical studies (scales, arpeggios, fingering exercises, long tones, etc.).
I doubt that in a design/engineering lab, you would play 400 hours of exercises.6 Also, when the first
instrument was returned, your service people ran a bench test: the technician found the AE-10 passed
perfectly: it was returned to me, with all of its problems.

DETUNING
All three AE-10s detune. As noted above:
The first instrument detuned most often with BiteCtrl PIT1, and significantly less often with BiteCtrl
OFF. This got worse, more frequent after about 200 hours of playing. It detuned within minutes
of taking it out of the box.
From about 200 hours on, the second instrument always detuned with BiteCtrl PIT1, and I do not
remember if it detuned with BiteCtrl OFF—but then I had no ability to vary the pitch or vibrato
(to create bite pressure vibrato or bend notes) with bite pressure. It detuned within minutes of
taking out of the box.
The third instrument has detuned, less frequently than the other two, but I’ve only played it for 60some hours. I have kept it on BIteCtrl PIT1 for most tones. But “notes not playing” seems to occur with greater frequency; and effects have changed more often (disappearing and reappearing).
It was perfect for the first two weeks.
When the AE-10 detunes, I normally turn it off and then back on. This generally,—I’d guess 95% of
the time for the first and second instruments—eliminates the problem for the rest of a gig or practice
session. However, this is not the case for the third instrument: recently, it failed, detuning and notes not
playing four times within about 6 minutes, with it's being turned off after each failure.
Twice in practice, I kept playing when it detuned, once for about 20 minutes, the other for 35 minutes.
Each time, there was something close to a 5 minute cycle: the instrument stayed detuned for 1-2+ minutes and then it was in tune for 2-3+ minutes. This lasted until I turned off the AE-10. I have not tried
this with other problems, like notes not playing.
There are three kinds of detuning:7
Wild—the detuning is up and down, wild and crazy. Usually it starts with one note, then it gets worse:
wild_detune.   This is the rarest of the three types, but some of what I call “slither” might be
wild. This example starts with "notes not playing" (see below) of the sort where I am fingering a
riff of some sort but only one or two notes sound, the last few notes it simply went wild.
Slither—the detuning “slithers” between fingered notes, but is mostly either flat, or, rarely, sharp. This
is the most common kind of detuning. Generally it effects clusters of notes, not all notes. Usually
it starts with one note, then it gets worse. slither_detune.
Precise —the detuning is an exact pitch difference, and all notes that are effected are similarly detuned. This has occurred on:
6 For example, one of the detuning examples, top of page 6, could only have been discovered by playing a chromatic
scale over the entire range of the clarinet tone.
7 These are my descriptors.
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individual notes—for example just E5
all notes
random notes—for example, one practice session, out of the effective range of the Clarinet
tone, from E2 upwards, the following notes were all 1/4 step flat, numbers in parentheses
indicate the correct pitch: C#3 135hz (138.59 hz), C#6 1088 hz (1108.73 hz), D6 1105
(1174.66 hz), C7 2061 hz (2093.00 hz), C#7 2172 hz (2217.46 hz), G#7 3261 hz (3322.44
hz). This lasted 15-20 minutes, until I turned the unit off. All other notes in the chromatic scale were in tune.
In this example, precise_G-F_detuning_BiteAdj,
every note is fingered as a G. It
changed because I changed Bite Adj from 55 (sounded F) to 60 (sounded G).
On the first AE-10, it often detuned when I changed User Tones. This was generally mitigated by setting
Bite Ctrl OFF. Neither the second or third AE-10 has detuned when changing User Tones.
While playing, and being engaged in the music, if only one or two notes detune briefly, it is often impossible to know at that moment if it is the instrument or me.8 It's easier to catch when it's a long tone
or it jumps several octaves. But in a fast run it is much harder to recognize.
BiteCtrl & Vibrato—Bite Ctrl OFF reduced the detuning on the first and second instruments. However, on the first it produced a huge and obnoxious vibrato on several tones, for example Clarinet (from
P019), which already had large, ever-present vibrato. Classical clarinet is “never” played with vibrato.
The second AE-10 had no vibrato on the Clarinet but with Bite Ctrl OFF, there was some vibrato. The
third AE-10 has no vibrato on the Clarinet, and a beautiful, expressive, vibrato on Violin and
Cello, which disappeared two weeks ago.

NOTES NOT PLAYING
All three instruments have had notes that do not play. There are two kinds of related problems:
Silence—no sound when playing a note or notes. In detuning_notes_not_playing,
you can hear
both some detuning and then no notes. You can my partner say there are no notes. And very
faintly at the end, I am blowing into the instrument and fingering notes, as she talks, you can
hear the keys clicking, but no sound. This can effect one or more notes.
Repeated—The same note sounds when one or more other notes are being played. In notes_not_
playing_long-tones
you can repeated notes and long tones: I was not playing repeated notes.
I was fingering passages similar to what preceded the long tones.

KEY PRESSURE
All three instruments have had this. It occurred once on first and second instrument, and twice now
on third.
On the first two instrument, the tones became sharp by 1/4 tone. Pressing harder on the keys, for exam8 Most of what I play professionally is improvised. I was in a musical last year, which was one reason I bought the AE10, I played the brass and woodwind parts, where possible. The detuning was quite obvious then. I had to use my 25 year
old WX5 and VL70m for the show, and I kept the AE-10 with me as an emergency backup.
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ple going from E to D, pressing harder on the D key (Key 6), flattened the note bringing it into pitch. I
was able to record this on August 3, 2018. I made a Request, indicating it. However, tech support didn't
ask for it, and I did not extract it from what my records indicate was 45+ minutes of recording for that
practice period. Since then I have misplaced the SD card it was on.
This has happened twice on the third instrument. Once using P110, D RnB Bass (the only non-real
instrument sound I use). Wiggling key 1, caused the tone to distort more. I repeated this for my partner
for maybe a minute or two, then I turned the AE-10 off.9 The second time, I was playing AltoSax, P001
(but in the UserTones). I was playing a G, and when I pressed harder on key 1 the pitch went up 1/4 step.
In both cases, I had not yet turned on the recorder. Both repeated for a minute or more, until I stopped,
then at some point the effect no longer occurred.
If it happens again and I record it, or if I can find the SD card, I will upload it in a request.
I have been told that this is “100% impossible.” I have recorded it and my music partner witnessed it.
That said, I have a theory. I have taken the Yamaha WX5 several times. The keys are mechanical, applying pressure to a pressure sensitive flexible printed circuit board, which is affixed to a strip of metal,
about 1/8" in thickness. As I recall it was held in place only at the ends. One problem with printed circuit boards is that connections can break. Without having taking the AE-10 apart, I can imagine that
additional pressure could trigger a response, either by having a break due to flexing, or perhaps there
is a pressure sensor that itself generates a varying electrical current. Here too, my understand, limited
though it is, is that piezoelectric pressure sensors can be dynamic. Isn't that what is used in the actual
air pressure sensor for breath control on EWIs?
I include this, not because it does anything in and of itself (if the instrument doesn't detune in this
specific and rare manner, who cares about key pressure; and up until the third instrument, it happened
only twice), but because these are erratic problems. I assume that you do not know about all these problems, especially detuning and notes not playing, if you did, they would have been fixed. Something in
the testing (I know the bench test does not work), hasn't caught them, and surely you can't, therefore,
know the cause of a problem you haven't experienced. This, key pressure may not be meaningful to you,
but it could be. That's why I've mentioned it. In this vein:
The third instrument sounded better than the previous two. I noticed it, my partner noticed it, several
musicians and audience member noticed it. I made a Request to compliment Roland. Then it went
away. Like key pressure, something is happening. One of these little asides may be a clue.

ERRATIC OVERBLOWING
I did not notice the effect of overblowing on tone quality on the first AE-10. On the second one, I was
playing in a group for a theater event. During rehearsal, I discovered that overblowing was fantastic on
Trumpet (P021) and Mute Trumpet (P035). In the evening it disappeared. After that, I tried for it often,
but it only worked a few times. I tried other tones and I could not make it work.
On the third AE-10, overblowing works with most tones, but it too has been and on again off again
effect.

9

Turning the AE-10 off and on is my default response to these problems. It works most of the time, at least for a while.
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BITE CTRL—PITCH
Here Bite Ctrl is not about minimizing detuning, etc., but to enable Bite Ctrl PIT 1. This is a key feature
of EWIs with bite sensor bars (like the WX5 or WX11), which I could not use with the first two AE-10s.
This AE-10 worked perfectly out of the box. As noted elsewhere, everything about it both to play and
to listen to was better. Bite Ctrl PIT 1 worked perfectly.
I had a several month hiatus with the AE-10 because I was in a play. I started practicing regularly two
weeks ago. Pitch down worked perfectly, but then it stopped working at all. I made a Request about this.
It was suggested that the reed was not in contact with the bite sensor bar. I uploaded the following pictures (reorganized for this PDF):

The minimum/maximum distances were determined by pushing the mouthpiece away or towards (forwards and backwards) the player while keeping the mouthpiece correctly seated—quite literally there is
some wiggle room. In any case, this was not the cause of losing Bite Ctrl PIT 1.
I wondered if there might be some combination of settings that could cause the AE-10 to fail this way.
Just playing around I set Bite Adj and Bite Sens to Auto and Bite Ctrl PIT 1 came back.
Here are the results of further testing, uploaded as a PDF to Roland, but integrated into this PDF:

Settings That Effect Pitch Down
On 03.16.19, Request #185590, I complained that I had lost pitch down. This instrument had been
fine, regarding pitch down, on 03.14. On 03.15, I did a Factory Reset and User Clr. I moved the tones
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I generally play to the User Tones, and I adjust them: reset the Transpose to concert C, set the Oct Key
to Oct3, Bite Ctrl Pit1, Breath H1, Bite Adj 48 . . . and started practicing. I did not touch the Bite Sens
setting. Looking at the chart below, Pitch Down should not have stopped working. However, I do not
know what it was set to.
Today I simply went in and set both Bite Adj and Bite Sens to Auto, and I got pitch down. Then I ran
the following tests.
Based on playing three AE-10s:
• This test is valid only today, at this time, for this instrument, with this tone (Clarinet set in the User
Tones).
• It is probably valid all of the time, but:
• Setting Bite Adj (e.g. following Alistair Parnell’s video—recommended by Roland—or simply
choosing to follow the User’s Manual), which I did on the previous two AE-10s, worked in terms of
Pitch Down, but it did not work on this instrument at this time.
Menu List Function
Bite Ctrl PIT 1
Pit Down: 64
Breath Adj: 33
Bite Adj
Bite Sens
Embouchure Pitch Down

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Auto Auto Auto Auto
Auto
0
50
100
X
—
X
X

X
X
X
48
Auto
—

X
X
X
48
0
—

X
X
X
48
50
—

X
X
X
48
100
—

Bite Ctrol PIT 1
Pit Down: 64
Breath Adj: 33
Bite Adj
Bite Sens
Embouchure Pitch Down

X
X
X
0
Auto
—

X
X
X
100
Auto
X

X
X
X
100
0
—

X
X
X
100
50
X

X
X
X
100
100
X

Embouchure Pitch Down: — no effect; X effect

Tests

X
X
X
0
0
—

X
X
X
0
50
—

X
X
X
0
100
—

Arguably, some Bite Adj setting above 48, or Auto, will enable Pitch Down to work. In this test, I
chose 48 because it was the setting that most closely align with my sax embouchure: and it doesn’t
permit pitch down to work, with these other settings.
Conclusion: I do not believe these settings work universally this way for the AE-10. I view this is a
idiosyncratic problem with this AE-10. However, I kept Bite Ctrl OFF as my performance setting and
probably 80% of my practicing time, because it minimized detuning.
Bite Adj 48 was determined both ways, manually using the   keys and trying it, and using the Auto
and Octave Key +2 key (as your Owner's Manual and Alistair Parnell describe). But at this moment,
and for over a week, 48 causes the Bite Ctrl to fail.
Bite Adj must be 70 and above. To get the pitch to drop require a completely slack embouchure.
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CHIFF
At a gig last fall, with the second AE-10, I used the house speakers. The speakers were high end speakers
and the sound man was a professional recording engineer. There was a terrible chiff on most notes in
most tones. We were able to reduce it a little in the equalizer, but it did not happen during the performance. I have not heard it since. Nor have I heard it on the other two AE-10s
Normally, I use a Roland Cube Street EX speaker for practicing, and a Bose L1 for performing.

PP RAGGED
Sometimes, on the third AE-10, when I play very softly, the sound breaks up, giving it a ragged quality.
This stands out, because normally, I can virtually fade out smoothly. I believe this is related to Breath
Sensitivity, below. It makes fading out impossible. I've noticed it maybe half a dozen times.
I have tried adjusting Breath and Breath Adj. These do not seem to alleviate it. It just goes away after a
while.

BREATH SENSITIVITY
This has been a problem on all three AE-10s. The Breath setting goes from L3 to H3. I do not know if
this setting is what I should be relating to or Breath Adj. But what happens is that some tones will suddenly require two or three times as much breath pressure to play. I have reported that sometimes the
required pressure jumps to H6 or even H9.
At H9 it is both exhausting to play and the instrument is far less expressive. (I play tenor sax, so I am
used to producing a big strong air column.)
On the first and second instrument the Clarinet tone was most often effected this way. Recently, on the
third instrument it happened to the Violin tone. I do not adjust the Tone Vol, I keep it at the default for
all tones, which I think is 10. Playing the Violin tone as hard and loud as I could, Tone Vol at 10, the
volume matched the Trombone blowing easily at Tone Vol between 3 and 4.
This problem seems to effect one or two tones for days or weeks at a time. However, on April 6, all tone
felt as if they were set to H6. This is the first time this happened to all tones.

FINGER SENSITIVITY
It's hard to explain this, but it is as if the instrument is sometimes easier to finger and at other times
harder. Easier or harder to play evenly. In that sense, it might be related to Key Pressure above. Or:
Since I am listening to my playing, perhaps what I'm hearing as unevenness is a problem closer to Notes
not Playing.
Whatever it is, I have noticed it with all three AE-10s. I noticed it the first day I tried the AE-10—how[Mendelson Page 10 of 14]

ever because the key work is different from the instrument I play (WX5, tenor sax, clarinet, flute, recorders, Baroque flute, Baroque oboe, etc.) I have taken pains to work on technique: precisely to try to
eliminate this, if it is me.

AEROPHONE EDITOR
This did not work on the first AE-10 (I used an Android phone, an Android tablet, and an iPad (each
OS exceeded the minimum requirement), three different USB cables, three different adapters, etc.). I
tested every combination of cable, adapter, and device a dozen times each. Nothing worked.
The second AE-10 worked first time I connected it.
Unfortunately, one of the things I wanted to do, move the Violin vibrato to the Thumb Controller, did
not work. This did not seem possible, so I have asked about doing this but no one has responded.
I have not tried the Editor on the third AE-10: it seems I am having enough other problems to figure
out that this is a low priority. And, if setting Bite Ctrl VIB were to work as described, it would do what
I want, that is, to enable control over when and how much vibrato is applied to a note (see erratic expressiveness below, bite pressure below).

BREAT. ADJ
“This lets you adjust the strength of breath at which sound starts being heard. . . . 1. Set the value to 0.
The note continues sounding . . .” Owner's Manual. This has not worked on any of the instruments. I
think I can tell a slight difference between 0 and 100, but even then, I'm not sure. I've arbitrarily set it
to 33. I'm not persuaded that AUTO does anything better.
On the Yamaha WX5, this variable quite obviously works: when set too low the instrument produces
a sound, without even blowing into it. On the AE-10, at 0, when I stop playing, no sound continues.
Although I've referred to changes in breath sensitivity in terms of the Breath L3-H3 scale, which I have
imagined H6 or H9, perhaps I should be using this scales 0-100 with 200 or 400 added to indicate problems; but since Breat. adj doesn't work, I have not.

BITE ADJ
Using both manually testing and the automatic method, my setting is 48.
My current problem is that at 48, BiteCtrl PIT 1 does not work. It works at values 70 and higher. However, to get it to work, it requires a totally slack jaw, which seems to work best if I push my jaw forward.
But:
1) This takes too much time to initiate; and it takes time to go back to a normal embouchure.
2) When I do it, so much air escapes that it is difficult to sustain any reasonable volume and it only
works for short notes.
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And as noted below, even this effect, set at Auto, 70, or 100, has disappeared completely.
I assume that:
BiteCtrl sets what happens when more or less bite pressure is applied to the reed
Bite Adjust sets the basic threshold for the player's basic embouchure relative to bite pressure
Bit Sens sets where between less to more bite pressure the effect in Bite Ctrl takes effect, see Erratic
Expressiveness, below.
Clearly, Bite Adj does not work correctly or consistently.
BITE SENS
“Adjust the reed position at which the pitch effect specified by 'BiteCtrl' starts to take effect.” This does
not work!
Regardless of the setting, if, currently, I get pitch down to work, it happens at the point at which the reed
travel is 100%, i.e. no bite pressure. This renders the effect nearly impossible to use, when it works at all.
For me, I would would choose: “Increasing the value increases the range of effectiveness,” Owner's
Manual. Therefore, relaxing my jaw, and therefore moving the sensor bar, would produce a portamento
effect: that is, bending the note. This is what the Thumb Controller does.
This has worked a few times; but currently, because of where the effect occurs relative to the reed position/bite pressure, it's almost like simply playing a different note.

ERRATIC EXPRESSION
Possibly with all three instruments, but for sure with the second and third, effects like are erratic:
vibrato—the built in vibrato on the Violin and Cello, and to a lesser degree on tones like the Trumpet, comes and goes.
Recently on the third AE-10, I've reported that it almost disappeared. I was able to "fix" this
by setting BiteCtrl VIB. This is not as good a vibrato (it is too big, regular, and fast, compared
to the built-in vibrato), but I found that the bite pressure seemed to activate it (see bite pressure below). But that stopped working the next day and has not worked for a week!
general expressiveness (flute, violin, etc.)—this might be related to quality in Breath, where the quality
of dynamic control changes from flat to expressive, even within a few minutes.
overblowing—this did not work on the first AE-10. In rehearsal one day, I found that it did work on
the second AE-10, but stopped working that evening. It worked erratically after that. It is erratic
on the third AE-10. This was also noted above. It has been more consistent on the third instrument than the second.
bite pressure—there are three effects controlled by bite pressure, all related to Bite Ctrl PIT1, PIT2 (I
do not use PIT 2, because I do not like the vibrato it produces), and VIB:
note bending—(PIT 1)which is use often on the WX5, and would like to use on the AE-10
I have not been able to use this with the first or second AE-10 because Bite Ctrl OFF
reduced the likelihood of detuning.
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On the third AE-10, it worked for a while. It failed a few weeks ago. I found a "workaround" (see Setting that Effect Pitch Down, above). However, in rehearsal April 6, it
stopped working for 1 1/2 hours, then it worked.
However, now, when it does work, with this work around (setting Bite Adjust to between 70-100, or Auto/Auto), it requires a completely slack jaw—no bite pressure
at all—which is difficult to do and lets so much air escape that it is also difficult to
maintain volume and hold a note.
vibrato using bite pressure—(PIT 1) I use both bite pressure and diaphragm vibrato, depending on the tone, music, and mood. This is impossible now on the third AE-10, although it
was perfect for the first few weeks, and work okay after the Bite Adj work-around.
vibrato—(VIB) "vibrato is automatically applied when you bit the reed strongly." This worked
once, see vibrato above. It does not work now.
Here is an example of the violin, with then without vibrato: vibrato_no_vibrato.

FEEDBACK
At a gig last fall, using the AE-10 and the Bose L1 speaker array, every time I turned towards the array,
there was a high pitch screech. It stopped when I turned away. It stopped when I move away from the
array by several more feet.
When I used the Yamaha WX5 controller with the VL70m synth, for a short time I attached the VL70m
box to the array because it was convenient to keep it off the floor and it was a good height to see the
display. When I removed the VL70m from the array we never had that kind of feedback again, until last
fall.
Not all clubs caused the feedback with the VL70m, and we had not had the problem with the AE-10.
But this is the same club where the VL70m/array combination fed-back.
The AE-10 and the VL70m feedback could be unrelated, and it could be that I was using an inexpensive
cable. I will try a wireless connector to test what might be causing the feedback. But given the problems
with this AE-10, if I can get my WX5/VL70m fixed in time, I will use it, so as to have the assurance that
things won't detune or not play.

COMMENTS & CONCLUSIONS
(In no particular order)

Tones—I play mostly the SuperNATURAL “real” tones (AltoSax, Clarinet, Trumpet, etc.), not synth
tones. I am aware of two AE-10 Product Demonstrators. They play real saxes and make a point of saying
they do not play those tones on the AE-10. Is it possible that some tones are less stable than others, or
are totally unaffected?
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Driver/OS—I assume that there is in the Aerophone system something analogous to an operating
system and to drivers. The Aerophones seem to behave like what happens on my PC when a driver is
either corrupt or installs incorrectly: in whatever program it controls or assists, the resulting behavior is
often erratic. That is, often it does not fail to work at all, rather, it kind of works or works then there are
glitches. If this were the issue, then the resulting problems that I've listed might not be the result of some
comparable level problem (e.g. module X controls vibrato, if vibrato fails it must be X), but it could be
something (depending on how you model the system, either at the base, like machine language or at the
top, like a driver, that screws up this and that erratically.
Accountability—I appreciate that your name is on the AE-10 and on its case. But when I start sounding
like an like a 4th grade recital, it's me, not you, who is playing like crap. Unfortunately, if I sounded like
that—that weird—maybe people would understand, but what about when it detunes 6 out of 76 notes,
that is, a note here and there?
Impracticality of Real-time Fixes—As noted above, to be able to respond quickly to a detuning or
notes not playing problem requires being mindful at all times that could happen: and that's attention
taken away from creating music. And even when I can catch it quickly without too much distraction, it
is still silence for 30+ seconds.
Time & Examples—I have invested a lot of time in playing the AE-10. I am willing to spend more, if
it can work. This PDF contains just a few of the examples I've uploaded to Technical Support (edited
to reduce file size). And I've uploaded only a few of what I have recorded. Roland has proven technology—digital tones, controllers, etc.—and there are breath controllers for keyboards, which have been
around for a long time.
My Expertise—Here is a sampler of me playing the Yamaha WX11 &WT11,10 Music_of_Frederick_
Sommer
and the AE-10, Jo B. & Walton.
I've been playing an EWI since 1995. But all three
AE-10s have failed. On one forum I was told that I don't know what I'm doing with regard to the AE10, or I'm crazy. At this point, I'm more than willing to entertain that idea. I have read and re-read
the Owner's Manual (before and after buying the AE-10). I have watch every instructional video I can
find (before and after buying the AE-10). Please, if there is a button to push or a setting that I've failed
to make, tell me. Otherwise, you can hear the detuning. You can hear some of the other problems. They
are real:
The Cause— The problems are real. I could consistently replicate some of them with the second AE10;11 and I've recorded many examples of the these problems. So:
It's either me or it's the instrument.
If there is no way to create the problems through settings I've made or failed to make, or how I play the
instrument, then it's got to be the AE-10.
Support—I first notified Roland about most of these problems over a year ago. A year later, it feels to
me that I am no closer to getting things fixed then I was. It sounds like Technical Support here gets no
help. In fact, it strikes me that devoloping and marketing the AE-5, Aerophone Go, has been a huge
distraction to trying to figure out these problems.

10 The WX11 and WT11 were the previous generation to the WX5 and VL70m.
11 For example, when I spoke to Tech Support last summer, after a particularly bad detuning. Scott asked me if it could
be that I was inadvertently touching the Thumb Controller. I set the AE-10 to Bend SW OFF, and within a few minutes sent
him recordings of the detuning. I kept Bend SW OFF until I returned the instrument last December.
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